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Trust the taste 

Established since 2015



Our Story
In a visit to Barcelona in 2015, enjoying a lovely Italian dinner at the Da Greco
fine restaurant, the jewel was discovered by the founders of the cafe! After
dinner, and while sipping their espresso, the taste was the one that brought
joy and fulfilling ambition. What a great coffee it was; founders Asking
Antonio the chef and owner of Da Greco, what coffee it was? Tupinamba he
replied.
Next morning, Antonio came to our hotel and arranged a meeting with
Tupinamba coffee owners and management. Impressed by their sophisticated
and high-tech operation, and elaborating with their management on our
plans
and passion for food and coffee, we signed an exclusive agreement with
Tupinamba to become their agent and distributor in the whole Middle East.
We are so proud and honored for this trust and are excited for the future.
Tupinamba spans over 100 years of history roasting and blending the best of
the world coffee. Their market share in Barcelona and Spain is impressive
and
growing and this agreement give both of us an opportunity to bring and
extend the best coffee to this part of the world.



Our Mission
To bring a combination of carefully sourced coffee beans and food recipe options to
be distinguished through our passionate staff and create unforgettable memories
and taste, We want you to Trust The Taste.



Our Vision
To bring the best coffee and food for our customers and create
memorable Bond and unique ambience



Our Concept
“simple, healthy and new food, memorable
ambience and good coffee all the time; hence Four
Squares. Our ingredients are from a high quality
sourced, cooked and prepared fresh, and taken
care by our high caliber staff. In brief, we are your
passionate food champions bringing you the best
in food, coffee, and drinks to make you enjoy and
keep your visits to us memorable and part of your
routines. We are your second home near your
home.



“Four Squares” 
Sole proprietor of Tupinamba in 
all middle east.



Coffee Beans

We choose the best coffee beans of
world “ Tupinamba coffee beans” for our
Coffee drinks in our café.

The Tupinamba company, product and brand
dates to 1897. In those days, coffee was still
a novelty; sold by weight, it was a treat to be
enjoyed when out. Tupinamba was the first
company to introduce a range of the best
coffees from around the world in customized
branded packaging.

Tupinamba was founded in the heart of a
modernistic Barcelona, a factor
illustrated b the company’s advertising
campaign of that time, the design of
which was entrusted to the famous
modernista painter, Ramon Casas.



Four Squares Café and Tupinamba
Started with a dream and thanks to
coffee, Our partnership made it come
true. After over years of success, We
continue to dream and fulfil dreams

Fulfilling Dreams



Specialty coffee

We also serve specialty
coffee to our costumers as
per the origin's taste they
like

We sell coffee beans from
single origins offering best
prices and matchless
qualities

We are sourcing and making
single origin coffee in V60,
chemex, syphon and aero
press; and manual pour overs
for specialty coffee. In short
you will get all your specialty
coffee choices here as well

We bring coffee beans from the best roastery
around the world in specialty coffee.



Our Food

First priorities by our team
in food are healthy, Hygienic
and tasty food for our
customers.

Everything new we introduce
for our customers first go
from the strict supervision of
our Higher management, In
which we make sure the
taste, quality and sizable
servings for our customers.

We are famous in town
Because of our healthy
breakfast and our gluten
free, vegan and keto choices,
Quick grab and go Lunch +
Brunch and beautiful
ambience dinners.

Healthy, Tasty, Gluten-free, Vegan and keto



Desserts and Bakery

04 No-one knows better use
and meaning of Sweetness
than Four Squares Café.

05 Making your Moments of
happiness memorable
with our yummiest
desserts .

01 Four Squares cakes and
desserts range is totally
unique, tasty and beautiful.

02 Cakes and desserts are
the perfect combination of
coffee, So you can enjoy
our freshly made with your
coffee cup.

03 We make Sweet and salty
canapes on order for your
functions and gatherings



Our Cold and Hot drinks

03

Grab and go fresh juices are
always ready in in Display
for our customers in hurry.

02

Healthy and fresh Juices,
Shakes, Smoothies, Mojito,
Tea , Turkish coffee and
French coffee you can enjoy
all cold and hot drinks at
Four squares café.

01

We are providing wide range
of cold and hot drinks.



Our 
Cooperative 
Team



Four squares team is
famous for their perfection
in hospitality.

Our highly qualified, skilled
and professional staff won
the trust of hundreds of
customers.

Our genuine and hearty
relationship with our
customers make us
say proudly that Four
Squares is “ Your second
home is next to your home”

01 02 03



Managements 
Words



This is not a café, it’s a
dream to become a passion
to be “ A home away from
home”

—



We are not selling, we are
making and creating memories
together bringing you the best in
coffee and food and drinks and
ambience.

—



So come order relax and
let's feel proud to have
you with us.

—



Trying our best to don’t forget the
needy ones in our business and
professional race.Social 

works
Four Squares café give a hand
of kindness to children of
Orphanage only for spreading
smiles on these beautiful and
innocent faces



Contact us
For home delivery and 

reservations



Social Media

Instagram Twitter Tiktok Website



Located in Alsafa area, just north of Alkhobar,
the café has fully opened in September 2016
and since then, it has been growing its
customer base and embracing the concept of
the Four; Simple and new food, healthy food,
memorable ambience and good coffee all the
time

Location



Trust

Taste
The



Thank 
you
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